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In Career Warfare, David F. D’Alessandro, the bestselling author of  Brand Warfare, has written a business classic: an insightful and  delightfully frank book about achieving professional success at a high  level.

What really defines those who get ahead? Hard work and accomplishments will  only get you so far. If you intend to compete at the levels where the  competition gets really ferocious—where everybody is hard-working and  accomplished—you need a much more subtle weapon. According to D’Alessandro, the  CEO of Hancock Financial Services, you cannot win without the kind of reputation  of “personal brand” that convinces powerful people to trust you.

D’Alessandro, a keen observer of the unwritten rules of organizational life,  shows how personal brands are built out of people’s day-to-day behavior in even  the most insignificant movements. He also demonstrates what a battle it is to  build a good one. It is a battle even to be noticed early in your career; it is  a battle not to become dangerously arrogant later on. You constantly have to  defend your brand from the sniping of your enemies, the indifference of your  bosses, and your own worst impulses.

Career Warfare will help you to win these fights at every stage of  your career by showing you how to

	Look beyond your own navel  
	Make people want to take a chance on you  
	Get your boss to promote your “personal brand”  
	Decide when to stay in a bad job and when to leave a good one  
	Recognize the types of organization that will keep you from rising  
	Pull away from the pack in mid-career  
	And much more 


Using vivid stories from his own rise through the organizational ranks,  D’Alessandro offers shrewd advice for disarming the people who hold your career  in their hands and introduces a remarkable cast of characters along the way.  You’ll meet the corporate chairman who gave himself a speech impediment, the  account executive who sang opera for a president, and the job candidate who  washed her face with a pancake. You will also meet some of the smartest managers  of their own public images on the planet and learn from the things they have  done right.

Success, says D’Alessandro, is not going to come from your accomplishments  alone. But you can separate yourself from the crowd and rise to the level of  your ambitions—if you create the kind of personal impression that commands  respect. Career Warfare offers the smartest advice you’ll ever get about  how to do it.
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Blender 2.5 Lighting and RenderingPackt Publishing, 2010

	Each chapter develops a different aspect of a Blender technique. The book is essentially a step-by-step tutorial, which builds up your knowledge throughout. It has practical examples such as lighting a tricycle in open space, lighting a wine bottle on a table, and lighting a room that has a lamp as well as sunlight coming in through the...
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Microsoft Access 2010 VBA Macro ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Database macro programming has changed enormously over the last 15 years,
	having gone from Access Basic macros to VBA. Another major change occurred
	with Office 95, when macros went to VBA modules in a separate environment
	accessed via the Visual Basic Editor. It used to be fairly basic: code was entered into a special
	design window....
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The Meaning of Video Games: Gaming and Textual StrategiesRoutledge, 2008

	The Meaning of Video Games takes a textual studies approach to an increasingly important form of expression in today’s culture. It begins by assuming that video games are meaningful–not just as sociological or economic or cultural evidence, but in their own right, as cultural expressions worthy of scholarly attention. In...
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Shut Up and Listen: The Truth about How to Communicate at WorkKogan Page, 2004

	We are much better communicators when we know more about ourselves, think about how and what we communicate and act according to the changes in our circumstance and environment. These are the principles this book is based on.


	So, there are three main sections, starting with a short course in self-awareness so that you can find out...
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Spatial Analysis and Modeling in Geographical Transformation Process: GIS-based Applications (GeoJournal Library)Springer, 2011

	Currently, spatial analysis is becoming more important than ever because enormous volumes of spatial data are available from different sources, such as GPS, Remote Sensing, and others.


	This book deals with spatial analysis and modelling. It provides a comprehensive discussion of spatial analysis, methods, and approaches related to...
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Learning from Data: Concepts, Theory, and MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007


	A learning method is an algorithm (usually implemented in software) that esti-

	mates an unknown mapping (dependency) between a system’s inputs and outputs

	from the available data, namely from known (input, output) samples. Once such

	a dependency has been accurately estimated, it can be used for prediction of future

	system...
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